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About This Game

CAFE 0 ~The Sleeping Beast~ is a supernatural mystery visual novel which is fully voiced in Japanese.
You don't need to play CAFE 0 ~The Drowned Mermaid~ to understand the story.

The MCs from both games visit the same cafe, but, aside from that, the stories are different.
Seycara Orchestra is in charge of the beautiful orchestral soundtrack.

STORY

The Present
The story starts in a village with an atmosphere akin to Europe in the 19th century.

There is a big noble villa there where Corliss Green is working.

One day she wakes up and finds herself in front of a weird café.
Noir, the waiter, tells her that she has already died, but failed to go to the heaven and, as a lost spirit, she ended up at the

entrance to Café 0.

He later gave Corliss a chance to return to a week before she died.

But does she really need to go to the heaven?
And what is the truth behind her untimely death?

The Past
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Sophie Evans works as a midwife.
She is a cheerful woman and everybody likes her.

What is her relation to the missing incident 15 years ago?

CAST

Corliss - Ayano

Nathan - Mayuki Sawae
Ethan - Tarou Yamada

Barclay - Nyoibou
Noir - Shinya

Sophie - Aonoi
Ed - Kyou Tsukikage

Eva/Emma - Remi Tamaki
MOB - Aonoi, Ayano, Kon, Kouto Saionji, Shiwasun, Komugi Tachibana, Hiko Morikawa, Nyoibou

THEME SONG

"Replay?"

Music: Souichi Sakagami（Trial & Error)
Lyrics: kikyow
Vocal: ming-zi

GUIDE

Simply choose the choice which shows heart in the same color on day 2 and 3 to get into the character's specific route. True
route will be available later after all character's routes finished.

ORIGINAL BGM

11 original orchestral soundtrack from Seycara Orchestra.
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This game is excellent! That's all I have to say.. If you remember the original from 2000 then you'll not be disapointed with
Insane 2.
Fast and furious and great fun alone or when played against your mates.
All of the great mini games from the original are there, although they have been tweaked a little. However the overall feel of
Insane 2 is fun.
Give it a go you'll have hours of fun.. I was like everyone who gotten this game, that couldn't wait to play it once it got released.
So, I've been playing this nice game since Monday. I didn't want to jump the gun and give it a review yet until I try everything
with it, including trying the three boss's.

I understand it is an early access no problem, which is good because I could hopefully give some good and bad feedback.
Here is the good feedback it is a beautiful game, good sound, good envourment, good concept of transporting goods to towns.
That's the good feedback
 Now the bad. The time of complete the mission, its too fast. I should be able to transport like 20 coal, plus 20 lumber in one
day and still able to finish transporting Iron Ore at the same day. The constent pain of repairing my train every trip. I think I
should be able to repair my train once a week or so. I don't know because it was very difficult to get my missions done and
worrying rather the main mission is pass or not. I tried three boss's like I said and I had, a hard time getting the main mission
done. So, my answer to people to get this game or not. Its up to them, but as of right now I think I should wait.. this game does
not work for me, cannot start game. unfortunately it is too late for me to get a refund.. Run and gun!. 
https://youtu.be/xQF_KOURpUA

This is not a deep, or tactical game bt ant means. The clue really is in the title. An isometric twin stick shooter, the graphics
obviously show their age, and the limited soundtrack can get repetative. However the controls are smooth and the performance
in game is great. The RPG elements are very limited as is the weapon upgrade system,

Despite the lack of sophistication, the game is fun, and there can be an insane amount of zombies on screen as well as the same
amount of gore. in fact very few modern twin stick shooters get even close to the amount of AI on screen at the same time.

All in all a great little time waster, with a decent campaign as well as a survival map and gun game, gives you a lot of fun for the
money, even if it does geta bit repative towards the end.. This is a very exciting game! Fantastic! The best in the Arkham series!
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Navigating through a hallway in 34 seconds
Navigating a corner in 54 seconds
Navigating a rounded corner in 60 seconds
Navigating through a door in 12 hours

10\/10 would wedge fat\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in door again. As first of i tried this game due the name & the trailer
seemed more like a tree simulator.
Giving a try is never bad, still a bonsai without wiring? And only tall base is a big no.

Get real, Buy a bush or tree and train it.
Instead of even thinking about buying this game.. nice to see the players in their more calm moments, get some background
history, and see them as real people. I was left wanting to see them talk more about their own internal drives and feelings about
competititve gaming and our society.. I'm not going to sit here and explain how to play Solitaire to you. That was a rite of my
childhood back when Windows 3.1 was cutting edge technology and it is sacred to my people.

What I will tell you is that ZOMBIE SOLITAIRE only loosely resembles traditional Solitaire and I guess for that at least, the
developers deserve some credit. It's become pretty easy to sell something in this day and age by plastering the living dead all
over it and some limited effort has gone into making the game bright, playable and attractive in a kind of third party PopCap
clone sort of way.

Ultimately though, it's pretty pointless. You steam through 103 practically identical levels, revealing a redundant story as you go,
with the only saving grace being that gold coins are easy to come by and can purchase you power-ups in the game's store. One of
these, Sudden Strike, is basically a nuclear strike that wins the stage for you instantly. I mean, most of the other cards will win
the round for you too but they'll at least have the decency to make you arbitrarily click a few times to get there. Sudden Strike
just wipes its backside with everything on screen, gives you a perfect three star rating that you will forever know that you didn't
earn and dumps a busload of coins on you to go buy another one.

Zombie Solitaire is one of those strange games that feels like it was designed for a mobile Pay-2-Win model and then had its
difficulty scaled right back to utterly impotent levels for the PC release. Then again, I guess if the point of your title is to rob
people blind then yeah, £4.99's pretty criminal. Good job.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELTNnGyUTaE. Rating: 10/10
Who is this software recomended to: Gamin' youtubers.
Review=
Say hello to playclaw 5, the ultimate in game recording software.
With tons of options and no unstabability for almost any game, this
recording software is a must for any gaming youtuber. Are you
SERIOUS about making videos for peoples entertainment? Well,
if so, You need the best. Get playclaw 5 today.
. This program is a gift from god, It's too good to be true, It always updates EVERYTHING that needs to be updated with no
exeptions. Some very important drivers got corrupted on my PC and it was a large amount I couldn't do anything. I ran this
program and after I rebooted everything was working as it should It replaced all corrupted drivers, highly recommended!. Not
many games like King Arthur. The role playing aspect adds new flavor to a strategy game, as well as the much-loved-by-me
magic system for heroes in the game. The game has a challenging economy system and keeps you on your toes to make sure
your heroes stay happy and with you during the campaign. Love the DLC content to this game also, so be sure you get those as
well.

The morality system adds nice replay value to the game also, as you can replay the game and take on a different role as the good
guy or bad guy...or maybe a bit in between. Rewards can depend greatly on this morality system quite a bit, and I cannot praise
enough the artwork lead they had in this game, as she has amazing tallent and it surely shows as you campaign across anchient
Britannia. The music is captivating as well. Neocore was a big surprise developer when King Arthur came out, and their
devotion to trying to make a good game shows in this beautiful creation.
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